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Stephen
Hawking’s office
and archive to be
preserved in UK

Papers and a diverse range of personal
items belonging to the late British
astrophysicist Stephen Hawking have

been acquired by Cambridge University and
a UK museum group. Under an agreement
between Cambridge University Library, the
Science Museum Group and the UK govern-
ment, the entire contents of the world-
renowned scientist’s office and archive will
be preserved for future generations. The
£4.2 million ($5.9 million, 4.8 million euros)
deal means 10,000 pages of Hawking’s sci-
entific papers and other documents will
remain in the university city of Cambridge in
eastern England where he died in 2018. 

Objects including his wheelchairs,
speech synthesizers, and personal memora-
bilia including his entire Cambridge office
will be housed at London’s Science Museum
and selected highlights will go on display
next year. The Cambridge archive, which
includes documents dating from 1944 to
2008 including his academic papers and TV
scripts from appearances on shows like
“The Simpsons”, will be housed alongside
papers from Isaac Newton and Charles
Darwin. The ashes of Hawking, who died in
March 2018, aged 76, were interred along-

side the graves of Newton and Darwin in
London’s Westminster Abbey.

Hawking, a theoretical physicist, dedicat-
ed his life to unraveling the mysteries of the
universe, including the nature of time and
space-relativity-and quantum theory, how
the smallest particles behave. He popular-
ized the obscure science surrounding the
governing rules of the universe and black
holes in his best-selling 1988 book “A Brief
History of Time”.

‘Legacy upheld’ 
As his stature grew, he became an

instantly recognizable popular figure. Motor
neurone disease left him using a wheelchair
and unable to speak except through a voice
synthesizer. However, the rare amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) that gradually robbed
him of mobility did nothing to dull his mind or
trademark wit. “We are very pleased that
these two important institutions will preserve
our father’s life’s work for the benefit of gen-
erations to come and make his legacy
accessible to the widest possible audience,”
his children Lucy, Tim and Robert Hawking
said in a statement.

“Our father strongly believed that every-
one should have the chance to engage with
science so he would be delighted that his
legacy will be upheld by the Science
Museum and Cambridge University Library,”
they added. Cambridge University librarian
Jessica Gardner said it was “profoundly
important” his archive was preserved in the
city where “alongside the work of his hero,
Newton, and so many other scientists”. “It’s
a really important part of the legacy,” she
added. — AFP

Macron visit 
could boost
French-speaking 
in Rwanda

Rwandan comedian Herve Kimenyi was
forced to abandon his stand-up nights in
French because no one would turn up,

and focused instead on the English-language
routine that drew audiences in Kigali. “We
realized that whenever we have an anglo-
phone comedy night, everybody was there.
But when we have a francophone night, atten-
dance was low,” said Kimenyi of his “Comedy
Knights” troupe and their shows in the
Rwandan capital.

French, once the foreign language of
choice in the former Belgian colony, could get
a much-needed boost this week when
President Emmanuel Macron visits the East
African country where English has gained
favor in recent times. Macron’s trip, the first by
a French leader since 2010, follows a quarter-
century of diplomatic tension between the two
countries over France’s role in the 1994 geno-
cide in Rwanda. In the frosty intervening
years, French language and culture fell out of
official favour.

Though still widely spoken, and intermin-
gled with the national language Kinyarwanda,
French was formally replaced in schools by
English more than a decade ago, and many
young Rwandans cannot speak it. Etienne
Gatanazi, a former French-language news

anchor on national television, said most chan-
nels no longer broadcast in French “because
they consider English programs more attrac-
tive”. “Even the national radio no longer reads
news in French, while on national TV French
news was pushed to air after 10 pm when
people are already asleep. This definitely has
had an impact,” he told AFP. Kimenyi, the
comedian and director, said they made the
business decision to ditch their French-lan-
guage skits in 2017 because of low turnout.
“We still perform in French but for specific
audiences,” he said. 

Out of favor 
After Rwanda won independence from

Belgium, French remained in widespread use
as the country fostered close ties with France.
But its influence waned after the genocide,
when Rwanda accused France of supporting
the radical Hutu regime and not doing enough
to stop the killing of some 800,000 Rwandans
mainly from the Tutsi minority. The accusa-
tions lingered for years, straining bilateral rela-
tions to breaking point. Diplomatic ties were
cut off in November 2006, not resuming until
three years later.

In the post-genocide era, French found
itself in competition with English, the language
spoken by many of the Tutsi refugees return-
ing to Rwanda from other anglophone parts of
Africa who formed the country’s new adminis-
tration. President Paul Kagame, himself edu-
cated in Uganda, designated English an offi-
cial language in Rwanda’s 2003 constitution,
along with Kinyarwanda and French.  Then in
2008, French was replaced by English as the
compulsory language of instruction in schools.
Rwandan officials have rejected suggestions
that politics drove French from favor. —AFP

A visitor views the Chilean pavilion entitled “Testimonial Spaces”,
a curatorial work led by Emilio Marin and Rodrigo Sepulveda.

A visitor views “Rural Nostalgia - Urban Dream” by Meng Fanhao
at China’s pavilion.

Visitors view an installation made with the sheets of all the portfo-
lios of Spanish architects that were submitted for selection.

whether the post-pandemic age is the start of
a new era or just a passing phase.  Walking
through the Arsenal’s 3,000 square meters
(32,300 square feet) and the garden pavil-
ions, that question is addressed through
installations, videos, projects and ideas. 

Virtual maps, giant wooden models, inter-

active machines, designs for poor neighbor-
hoods-all of them proposals that question the
model of coexistence for the future. The
Biennale will award its Special Golden Lion to
the late architect Lina Bo Bardi (1914-1992),
an Italian-Brazilian modernist who designed
Sao Paolo’s Museum of Art. Sarkis has said

Bardi’s work best illustrates the themes cov-
ered in the 2021 exhibition. 

“She exemplifies perseverance in difficult
times, whether wars, political conflicts or
immigration, and her ability to remain cre-
ative, generous and optimistic at all times,”
he said in April at a press conference. The liv-

ing architect to be awarded this year the
Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement will be
Spanish architect Rafael Moneo, 84. — AFP 


